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fans:
when a card tells you to take fans, it will tell
you to take fickle or loyal fans.

loyal fans will stick with you no
matter what. they will support you
no matter the situation. you may
spend them with no stipulations.

fickle fans, while easier to aquire,
are only interested in fads and
popularity. at the drop of a hat,
they may move on to the next big
thing. before spending fickle fans,
flip a coin. if heads, you may spend
them. if tails, your action fails and
you lose all of them.

[dB]
decibel
a trading card game about
the shallow nature of popular
electronic music.
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goal:

the goal of decibel is to create an album of
electronic music that resonates both with
critics and your fans. to do this, you will
market yourself and your music, get signed
to labels, have residencies at clubs, and build
relationships with prolific artists in order
to make your album the best it can be. whether
you choose to accomplish this through
sneaky business tactics and alienating your
fans or creating good music is up to you.

card types:

arrangement: now you may finish a song. a
song can be completed with a
minimum of 3 and a maximum of 5
sound design cards. once
completed, calculate the song's
final complexity by adding all
the numbers of the cards used to
make the song. this complexity is
no longer added to your total at
the beginning of each turn.

reception:

.
before you begin playing decibel, it
is important to familiarize yourself
with the four different card types:

these are the instruments that
will end up as your final songs.
sound design: they are a spendable resource.

reception:

these cards will serve as the
reviews and awards for your
songs and album.

constant:
instant:

constants represent labels,
genres, and club gigs. instants
represent prolific artists.

public
relations:

'pr' cards are used to promote
both yourself as an artist and
your music.

winning:

reception cards may be played
during this phase. to play a
reception card on your own
song, the cost of the card must
be below or equal to the
complexity of the song you wish
to apply it to. to play a reception
card on an opponent's song, treat
the card as if it were a pr or
constat card.

once one player completes 5
songs, the other player may take
one more turn before the game
ends. after that turn, both players
must calculate the average score
of their album. first, find the mean
score of each of your songs.
then find the mean of each of
those scores. the higher score
wins! make sure to remember that
the scores are out of ten, not
devided by ten..
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gameplay:
there are four phases of play in decibel:

draw phase:

sound design:

PR:

to begin, draw 7 cards. at the
beginning of each subsequent turn,
draw a card. this is also the time
when you calculate how many fans
you have accumulated from your
constant cards.
in this phase, you may play sound
design cards. you may only play
one per turn. at any point, you may
have no more than 5 sound design
cards in play (see reception phase).
during this phase, calculate the
total added complexity (number on
the card) of all your sound design
cards. this number is the amount of
co-plexity you have to spend each
turn.
once you know how much complexity
you have to spend, it's time to use it!
in this phase, you may play any
card that is not a reception or
sound design card. constants remain
in play until destroyed. pr cards are
discarded after single use. instants
may be played during either player's pr
phase.

card title.

main text. this tells you
what the card actually
flavor
does.
text: fun
text about
the card.

card type.

complexity cost: this
is the amount of
complexity, the main
resource of decibel, you
will need to spend to
play a certain card.

card
art.

fan cost: the amount
of fans you will need
to play a certain
card.
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layout:
deck. you may also
put the deck on the
right side of the sound
design cards.

pr and instant cards
are played here.
completed songs are placed
here with reception cards on
top. each song is placed
vertical to the last.

discard pile.
constant cards remain
in this space until
destroyed or removed
from play.

sound design remain in
this space until made
into complete songs.

note: you may only
play one of each type
of constant at one time.
to play another, first
discard the existing
card of the same type.
main constant types are
genre, label, and venue.

